
About EmtEc ®

Emtec is the right size provider 
of technology-empowered 
business solutions for world-class 
organizations. Our local offices, 
highly-skilled associates, and 
global delivery capabilities ensure 
the accessibility and scale to 
align your technology solutions 
with your business needs. Our 
collective focus is to continue to 
build clients for life: long-term 
enterprise relationships that 
deliver rapid, meaningful, and 
lasting business value.

ApplicAtion 
DEvElopmEnt AnD 
mAnAgED SErvicES 

Emtec’s ADMS practice offers the 
best of both worlds – the intimacy 
of a local service provider and 
maturity & scale of global delivery 
organizations using the 4S 
approach: the onSite, onShore, 
offShore, or eShore, an ideal 
combination that delivers value. 

•	 Custom	Application	
Development		

•	 Quality	Assurance	and	Tesing	

•	 Application	Management	
Services	

•	 Project	Resourcing	Services	

Firm proFilE

Client who operates a Global, online home and real estate 

marketplace that connects home owners, home buyers, sellers, 

renters, real estate agents, mortgage professionals, landlords and 

property managers. Users can search, find and share information 

about US homes, home values, real estate and mortgages.

tHE buSinESS cHAllEngE

The client was experiencing rapid growth and 

needed expandable skill sets to help with 

development, automation and testing within 

their software product development group. 

They looked to Emtec as a partner to expand 

their engineering capacity, thus helping relieve 

capacity and expertise constraints.

tHE Solution

A partner since 2009, Emtec contributes to all 

stages of their software development lifecycle 

- from application development through testing 

and automation. Emtec’s scope of services 

has increased over the years starting with 

widget development and now with Emtec part 

of the virtual engineering team for their online 

real estate platform. Emtec’s highly skilled 

engineering team (developers, automation 

engineers and manual testers) works alongside 

their internal engineering team on several 

product initiatives.

Emtec’s Development team

Emtec’s development team augments the 

client’s Java development team contributing 

to various application modules, including SEO 

(Search Engine Optimization) area for widgets, 

Facebook applications, email architecture 

(developing front-end templates and backend 

modules for sending several end user facing 

emails – ensuring readability for desktop, 

browser and mobile email clients), integrating 

Google Analytics tracking for their site’s A/B 

test infrastructure and mobile applications. 

The Emtec team is also involved in feature 

development for their mobile web and backend 

development for mobile applications for the 

iPhone & Android platforms.

Emtec’s Automation team

Emtec’s automation team of Python developers 

develops and manages all frameworks, tools 

and test harness for the client. Our team has 

created a custom suite of several thousand 

cases that cover many layers of service, API 

and UI testing cases.

Our automation team has also created a 

custom performance framework suite that is 

executed for every release. The complex and 

highly sophisticated framework is capable 

of capturing client side as well as server 

side performance parameters including SQL 

tracing, VM stats, CPU utilization, and more.

In addition, the automation team supports the 

client’s build and deployment team through 

creation of several tools to help automate and 

manage a few hundred service deployments 

(over multiple test environments) multiple times 

a day.

Emtec’s testing team

Emtec’s testing team performs end-to-end 

functional testing for the client’s entire suite 

of services and front-end applications. Our 
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team is responsible for planning, devising test 

strategies, and test execution within a very 

fast and agile methodology. The team is also 

involved in testing for various mobile devices 

including mobile web and mobile applications 

for iPhone, iPad, Android, Blackberry & 

Windows Phone7.

tEcHnologY
•	 Java,	Tapestry,	Spring

•	 YUI,	HTML5,	CSS3

•	 Django,	Turbogears,	Python

•	 Hudson,	Jenkins,	Maven,	Buildout,	Jinja2	
MSSQL	&	MySQL
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Emtec allows our client 

to stay innovative and 

provide their customers 

with leading edge real 

estate tools.
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rESultS

Emtec allows our client to stay innovative and provide their customers with leading edge real 

estate tools. Some of the benefits that they have realized include:

1. An accelerated pace for internal projects by a unique combination of “agile” and “follow the 

sun” methodologies, where continuous development-test cycles are performed across two time 

zones.

2. Expandable, versatile pool of engineers - A skilled pool of front-end development engineers 

that can be easily teamed with their internal product engineering teams as needed.

3. A highly sophisticated and distributed automation framework managed completely by 

Emtec’s offshore team that models several complex aspects of the product scenarios to provide 

a comprehensive regression coverage suite.

4. Improved Strategic Focus - Outsourcing almost complete ownership to Emtec of their entire 

testing suite for enduser facing applications has freed up client resources to focus more on 

strategic initiatives including design and client services.
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